26 To form the easing upon the concave falling mould, fig, 2,
Take the distance" e g, or "base of the pitch-board, and apply it from the angle at / to t; let fall the perpendicular, t, to s; then on each side of the angle at/ divide ft and fe into six equal parts each, and from the point of division next to the angle on one side, draw a line to that point which is farthest from the angle, on the other side; then do the same from all the other points of division, and by the intersection of those lines, the easing will be formed for the lower edge of said part of the mould; then square across the mould at e p and t u; then from the angle at o, to u, and o, to ^>, divide o p, and o u, into six equal parts each, and by intersecting lines to each of those parts, at each side of the angle at o, the easing for the upper edge of said part will be formed, which completes the lower easing of said mould.
To form the upper easing of said mould.
The distance from the angle at I to a being equal to eight inches, divide said distance into six equal parts, and apply the distance equal to four of those parts, upon the opposite side of the angle, at I, to k, and divide said distance iftto six equal parts; then by the intersection of lines (as has been described) the easing will be formed for the lower edge of said part of the mould; then square across the mould at a b and k m; then from the angle n to m, and n to &, divide n b, and n m, into six equal parts each, and by intersecting lines to each of those parts, at each side of the angle at n, the easing for the upper edge of said part will be formed, which completes the upper and lower easings of said mould.
To form the easings iipon the convex falling mould, fig. 3.
Take the distance upon the base g s, fig. 2, and apply it upon the concave stretch-out line from g to s, fig. 1, Plate 6, draw the dotted line s e, and at the intersection of s e, with the concave side a 5, draw the dotted line from the centre o, through said point of intersection of the concave, to the convex side of the

